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Abstract. We study temporal properties over inﬁnite binary red-blue
trees in the setting of constructive type theory. We consider several familiar path-based properties, typical to linear-time and branching-time
temporal logics like LTL and CTL∗ , and the corresponding tree-based
properties, in the spirit of the modal μ-calculus. We conduct a systematic study of the relationships of the path-based and tree-based versions
of “eventually always blueness” and mixed inductive-coinductive “almost
always blueness” and arrive at a diagram relating these properties to each
other in terms of implications that hold either unconditionally or under
speciﬁc assumptions (Weak Continuity for Numbers, the Fan Theorem,
Lesser Principle of Omniscience, Bar Induction).
We have fully formalized our development with the Coq proof
assistant.

1

Introduction

In this paper, we study temporal properties over inﬁnite binary red-blue trees
in the setting of constructive type theory. We consider several familiar pathbased properties, typical to linear-time and branching-time temporal logics like
LTL and CTL∗ , and the corresponding tree-based properties, in the spirit of
the modal μ-calculus. Classically, some of these properties coincide, but in our
more discerning setting they come out generally inequivalent. We then look
for weak assumptions under which they imply each other. It turns out that
some implications are in fact equivalent to principles well known in constructive
mathematics and others follow from such principles.
We are primarily interested in path-based and tree-based variations of the
properties of “eventually always blueness” and “almost always blueness” of a tree
where the latter is deﬁned by mixing induction and coinduction. We conduct a
systematic study of the relationships of these properties and arrive at a diagram
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where we describe how these properties relate to each other in terms of implications that hold either unconditionally or under speciﬁc assumptions (Weak
Continuity for Numbers, the Fan Theorem, Lesser Principle of Omniscience, Bar
Induction). This way, we learn about the relative constructive strength of these
properties in terms of the computational content of the assumptions used (cf.,
[11,12]) and conversely we get some intuition about the signiﬁcance of these
principles from a programmer’s viewpoint.
The paper proceeds as follows. After setting up the basic framework in Sect. 2,
we ﬁrst study universal properties over paths in a tree and compare the pathbased and tree-based variations. In Sect. 3.1, we examine trees that are always
blue and, in Sect. 3.2, we also look at trees that are eventually red. In Sect. 4.1,
we study eventually always blue trees. In Sect. 4.2, we consider trees that are
almost always blue in the sense of a mixed inductive-coinductive deﬁnition.
We then continue with always eventually and inﬁnitely often red trees (Sect. 5).
Our journey ends with a short discussion of existential properties over paths in
a tree (Sect. 6). We discuss related work in Sect. 7 to conclude in Sect. 8.
In regards to the various non-constructive principles we employ we use the
terminology of Troelstra and van Dalen [22]. We use Latin lower case letters
to represent ﬁnite objects, and Greek lower case letters for inﬁnite objects. We
present the deﬁnitions of both inductive and coinductive types and predicates in
terms of sets of rules. The rules of inductive deﬁnitions are denoted by a single
line and the rules of coinductive deﬁnitions are marked by a double line.
We have fully formalized our development in Coq. The Coq development is
available at http://cs.ioc.ee/~keiko/cypress.tgz.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we set up a basis for our development in the paper.
We have two colors, red (R) and blue (B). We also have steps, represented by
bits, 0 for left and 1 for right. Namely,
R : color

B : color

0 : step

1 : step

Streams α : Aω over a set A are inﬁnite sequences over A deﬁned coinductively
by
a : A α : Aω
a α : Aω
Bisimilarity on streams, α ∼ α , is also deﬁned coinductively by
α ∼ α
a α ∼ a α
Our trees τ : tree are inﬁnite binary trees with colored nodes, deﬁned coinductively by
c : color τ0 : tree τ1 : tree
τ0 c τ1 : tree
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with bisimilarity on them, τ ∼ τ  , deﬁned coinductively by
τ0 ∼ τ0

τ1 ∼ τ1

(τ0 c τ1 ) ∼ (τ0 c τ1 )
Note that a tree has no leaves, hence all the paths are inﬁnite.
The relations ∼ (for both streams and trees) are straightforwardly seen to be
equivalences. We take bisimilarity as the equality on streams (resp. trees), i.e.,
type-theoretically we treat streams (resp. trees) as a setoid with bisimilarity as
the equivalence relation. Accordingly, we have to ensure that all functions and
predicates we deﬁne on streams (resp. trees) are setoid functions and predicates
(i.e., respect our notions of equality for them).
Lists  : A∗ over a set A are ﬁnite sequences over A deﬁned inductively by
∗

 : A

a : A  : A∗
a  : A∗

The notation a denotes singletons, i.e., a = a . For ,  : A∗ , we denote by
 ∗  the concatenation  and  .
Concatenation can be extended to concatenation of a ﬁnite sequence  : A∗
and an inﬁnite one α : Aω :
 ∗ α = α

(a ) ∗ α = a ( ∗ α)

Non-empty lists  : A+ over a set A are inductively deﬁned by
a:A
a : A+

a : A  : A+
a  : A+

When necessary, we tacitly coerce non-empty lists to lists.
The function flatten : (A+ )ω → Aω ﬂattens the given stream of non-empty
lists over A. Formally, we deﬁne it by mutual corecursion together with an auxiliary function flattenseq:
flatten ((a α) = a (flatten α)

flatten ((a ) α) = a (flattenseq α )

flattenseq α a = a (flatten α)

flattenseq α (a ) = a (flattenseq α )

The initial segment of length n of a stream α is denoted by αn. Formally
α0 = 

(a α)(n + 1) = a (αn)

The suﬃx of a stream α at n, α@n, is deﬁned by
α@0 = α (a α)@(n + 1) = α@n
The subtree of a tree τ : tree at a position p : step ∗ is denoted by τ @p. Formally,
τ @ = τ

(τ0 c τ1 )@(0 p) = τ0 @p (τ0 c τ1 )@(1 p) = τ1 @p
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For a tree τ : tree and a path π : step ω , τ π returns the stream of colors in τ
along π. Formally,
τ0 c τ1 0

π

= c τ0 π

τ0 c τ1 1

π

= c τ1 π

Analogously, for a position p : step ∗ , τ p returns the list of colors in τ along p.
Formally,
τ  = 

τ0 c τ1 (0

p)

= c τ0 p

τ0 c τ1 (1

p)

= c τ1 p

It is convenient to introduce some predicates on streams of colors, typically
written σ : color ω , and trees as primitives into our language for them. We deﬁne
red (R σ) blue (B σ)

red (τ0 R τ1 )

blue (τ0 B τ1 )

For streams of colors, we also deﬁne
Xσ
FXσ

FXσ
F X (c σ)

X (c σ) G X σ
G X (c σ)

Here, F and G are the “sometime in the future” (“ﬁnally”) and “always in the
future” (“globally”) modalities of linear-time temporal logic. They are predicates
on streams of colors parameterized over predicates X on streams of colors.1
Analogously, we deﬁne “eventually” and “always” predicates on trees:
Xτ
FXτ

F X τ0 F X τ1
F X (τ0 c τ1 )

X (τ0 c τ1 ) G X τ0

G X τ1

G X (τ1 c τ1 )

Again, F and G are predicates on trees parameterized over predicates X on trees.
In section 6, we will consider variations of G X τ and F X τ which pick up one
of the subtrees at every node as they go down through τ .

3

Always Blue and Eventually Red Trees

3.1

Always Blue Trees

A stream of colors σ : color ω is always blue, if σ is “globally” blue, or G blue σ.
Similarly, a tree τ : tree is always blue, if every node of τ is blue, or G blue τ .
A tree is always blue if and only if every path of the tree is always blue:
Proposition 1. ∀τ : tree. G blue τ ⇔ (∀π : step ω . G blue τ π ).
1

There is no need to see them as “ﬁrst-class” predicate transformers, as there is no
real impredicativity involved: the argument of F is constantly X in the deﬁnition of
F, and the same is true of the deﬁnition of G.
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Eventually Red Trees

A stream of colors σ is eventually red if σ is red at some position, or, F red σ.
An inﬁnite tree τ is eventually red if a ﬁnite initial fragment of it has all leaves
red, or F red τ .
Constructively, we have neither that a stream of colors is either always blue
or eventually red, ∀σ. G blue σ ∨ F red σ, nor that a stream of colors not being
always blue implies that it is eventually red, ∀σ. ¬G blue σ ⇒ F red σ. The former
is equivalent to the Lesser Principle of Omniscience (LPO), saying that (∀n. P n∨
¬P n) ⇒ ∀n. ¬P n ∨ ∃n. P n, the latter to Markov’s Principle (MP), saying that
(∀n. P n ∨ ¬P n) ⇒ ¬ ∀n. ¬P n ⇒ ∃n. P n where P is a predicate on natural
numbers. Both LPO and MP are important principles that are neither valid
nor inconsistent constructively, but are valid classically. LPO is a special case
of the Principle of the Excluded Middle (PEM). MP, which is a special case
of the Double Negation Elimination, is even computationally meaningful, being
realizable by search that we know cannot diverge.
If a tree is eventually red, then every path of the tree is eventually red:
Proposition 2. ∀τ : tree. F red τ ⇒ ∀π : step ω . F red τ π .
To obtain the tree-based formulation from the path-based one, we invoke the Fan
Theorem for a decidable bar (FAND ). Let P and Q be predicates on positions.
Then FAND can be expressed as
(∀p. P p ∨ ¬P p) ⇒ FAN
where FAN (the general Fan Theorem) is
(∀π. ∃n. P (πn)) ⇒ (∀p. P p ⇒ Q p) ⇒ (∀p. Q (p∗0) ⇒ Q (p∗1) ⇒ Q p) ⇒ Q 
FAND is not valid in basic constructive logic. It is the classical contrapositive of
Weak König’s Lemma2 , which is valid classically. In fact, Weak König’s Lemma
implies FAND even constructively [14].
FAND is both suﬃcient and necessary for path-based eventual redness to
imply tree-based eventual redness.
Proposition 3. FAND ⇔ (∀τ : tree. (∀π : step ω . F red τ π ) ⇒ F red τ ).
Proof. ⇒: The claim is an instance of FAND by taking P and Q as follows. For
any p : step ∗ , P p holds if the subtree of τ at p is red, or red (τ @p). For any
p : step ∗ , Q p holds if the subtree of τ at p is eventually red, or F red (τ @p).
⇐: We deﬁne a tree τP by corecursion such that red (τP @p) if and only
if P p. Then the assumption ∀π. ∃n. P (πn) is equivalent to ∀π. F red τP π .
The assumption ∀τ. (∀π. F red τ π ) ⇒ F red τ therefore gives us F red τP . Now
Q  follows from ∀p. F red (τP @p) ⇒ Q p proved by induction on the proof of
F red (τP @p) using ∀p. P p ⇒ Q p and ∀p. Q (p ∗ 0) ⇒ Q (p ∗ 1) ⇒ Q p.
2

Weak König’s Lemma states that every inﬁnite binary tree has an inﬁnite path.
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Eventually Always vs. Almost Always Blue Trees

In this section we look at path-based and tree-based concepts of eventually
always and almost always blue trees.
4.1

Eventually Always Blue Trees

A stream of colors σ is eventually always blue, if, from some position on, σ is
always blue, or F (G blue) σ. A tree τ is eventually always blue if all nodes beyond
some ﬁnite initial fragment of it are blue, or F (G blue) τ .
Again, the tree-based formulation is stronger than the path-based one:
Proposition 4. ∀τ : tree. F (G blue) τ ⇒ ∀π : step ω . F (G blue) τ π .
To obtain the tree-based formulation from the path-based one, we invoke Weak
Continuity for Numbers (WC-N) and the general Fan Theorem (FAN). Let P be
a predicate on pairs of a path and natural number. Then WC-N can be expressed
as
(∀π. ∃n. P (π, n)) ⇒ ∀π. ∃m. ∃n. ∀π  . πm = π  m ⇒ P (π  , n)
While FAN is valid classically, WC-N contradicts classical logic, but is nonetheless consistent with basic constructive logic.
We derive the tree-based formulation from the path-based one in two steps, to
highlight the use of each of the two principles separately. We therefore introduce
an intermediate step that is half path-based, half tree-based.
For any given path π, a tree τ is eventually always blue along π if the subtree
of τ at some point along π is all blue, or ∃n. G blue (τ @πn).
If we accept WC-N, then we have that if every path of a tree is eventually
always blue, then the tree is eventually always blue along every path:
Proposition 5. Assuming WC-N, ∀τ : tree. (∀π : step ω . F (G blue) τ π ) ⇒
∀π : step ω . ∃n. G blue (τ @πn).
Proof. For any given τ , we suppose that, ∀π. F (G blue) τ π . By WC-N, we have
that, ∀π. ∃m. ∃n. ∀π  . πm = π  m ⇒ G blue (τ π @n), by taking P (π, n) to mean
G blue (τ π @n). This gives us that, ∀π. ∃n. ∀π  . G blue τ @πnπ . We conclude
that ∀π. ∃n. G blue (τ @πn) by Prop. 1, as required.
If we accept FAN, then we have that if a tree is eventually always blue along
every path, then the tree is eventually always blue:
Proposition 6. Assuming FAN, ∀τ : tree. (∀π : step ω . ∃n. G blue (τ @πn)) ⇒
F (G blue) τ .
Proof. The claim is an instance of FAN by taking P and Q as follows. For any p :
step ∗ , P p holds if G blue (τ @p). For any p : step ∗ , Q p holds if F (G blue) (τ @p).
With the above two propositions, we derive the tree-based formulation from the
path-based one:
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Fig. 1. The tree t1 = (t0 R t0 ) B t1

Corollary 1. Assuming WC-N and FAN, ∀τ : tree. (∀π : step ω . F (G blue) τ π )
⇒ F (G blue) τ .
The concepts introduced are well illustrated by the following example.
Let t0 be an always blue tree, deﬁned by corecursion by
t0 = t0 B t0
(this is in fact the only always blue tree, up to bisimilarity).
Our example of interest, t1 , is deﬁned by corecursion by
t1 = (t0 R t0 ) B t1
so that t1 is red exactly at positions of the form 1∗ 0, i.e., it is red the ﬁrst time
a 0-step is taken. The tree is depicted in Fig. 1.
It is clear that F (G blue) t1 is false, since it is impossible to carve out an ﬁnite
initial fragment of t1 such that the rest of the tree would be all blue. Similarly,
∀π. ∃n. G blue (t1 @πn) is false: the path 1ω refutes it: there are red nodes beyond
all positions on it.
At the same time ∀π. F (G blue) t1 π is neither true nor false in basic constructive logic. Its truth is equivalent to every path either containing a turn to
the left or always going to the right, which is LPO. With WC-N, however, one
can conclude that the formula is false: this follows, e.g., from Prop. 5 and falsity
of ∀π. ∃n. G blue (t1 @πn).
4.2

Almost Always Blue Trees

We proceed to two concepts of almost always blue trees. We obtain them by
mixing induction and coinduction, more precisely, by nesting coinduction into
induction in the style of [18].
We start with streams of colors that are almost always blue. They are deﬁned
as the least ﬁxed point of a weak until operator in linear-time temporal logic.
An equivalent deﬁnition is also found in the thesis of C. Raﬀalli [19]. The weak
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until operator, W X, is parameterized over any predicate X on streams of colors
and is deﬁned coinductively by
WXσ
W X (B σ)

Xσ
W X (R σ)

so that W X σ holds if, whenever the ﬁrst occurrence of red in σ is encountered,
X holds on the suﬃx after the occurrence. Classically it is equivalent to that σ
is either always blue or it is eventually red and X holds on the suﬃx after the
ﬁrst occurrence of red (which is guaranteed to exist as σ is eventually red). Our
deﬁnition of W X avoids upfront decisions of LPO, i.e., whether the stream of
colors is always blue or eventually red.
We then take the least ﬁxed point of W X. Deﬁne μW inductively in terms
of W X by the (Park-style) rule:
W μW σ
μW σ
As W X is monotone in X, the above deﬁnition makes sense. For the purpose of
proof, in particular to avoid explicitly invoking monotonicity of the underlying
predicate transformer W, it is however convenient to use the Mendler-style rule:
∀σ. X σ ⇒ μW σ
μW σ

WXσ

The Park-style rule is derivable from the Mendler-style rule. We can also recover the inversion principle for μW, thanks to the monotonicity of W X in X.
We use the Mendler-style rule in our Coq formalization, as Coq’s guardedness
condition for coinduction nested into induction (as well as induction nested into
coinduction) is often too weak to work with the Park style. The Mendler-style
rule however requires impredicativity.
The statement μW σ does not give a clue as to where to ﬁnd the red positions
in σ or how many they are. Nonetheless it refutes that the stream of colors is
inﬁnitely often red (to be formulated below). We have previously scrutinized the
deﬁnition of μW σ, placed in a hierarchy of alternative deﬁnitions of streams
of colors being ﬁnitely red, from the viewpoint of constructive mathematics [4].
In the remainder of the paper we refer to μW as mixed inductive-coinductive
almost always blueness.
If a stream of colors is eventually always blue, then it is almost always blue:
Proposition 7. ∀σ : color ω . F (G blue) σ ⇒ μW σ.
Analogously, we deﬁne trees that are almost always blue, μW τ , by taking the
least ﬁxed point of a weak-until operator for trees. This time, we only give the
Park-style rule:
X τ0 X τ1
W X τ0 W X τ1
W X (τ0 R τ1 )
W X (τ0 B τ1 )

W μW τ
μW τ

If a tree is eventually all blue, then it is almost always blue:
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Fig. 2. The tree t1 = g 0, with the subtrees f 0, f 1, f 2 fully expanded

Proposition 8. ∀τ : tree. F (G blue) τ ⇒ μW τ .
Our example tree, t1 , is almost always blue.
Lemma 1. μW t1 .
Proof. We have W μW t0 , proved by coinduction, therefore μW t0 , which yields
W μW (t0 R t0 ).
We then prove W μW t1 by coinduction: we already know that W μW (t0 R t0 )
and by the coinduction hypothesis W μW t1 , hence μW ((t0 R t0 ) B t1 ) as required.
To show another proof of almost always blueness, let us also consider a more
reddish tree, t1 , where the number of red nodes increases in proportion to the
depth at which a 0-step is taken for the ﬁrst time. The tree t1 , depicted in
ﬁgure 2, is deﬁned as g 0, where the functions f, g : nat → tree are deﬁned by
corecursion by
f 0 = t0

f (n + 1) = (f n) R t0

g n = (f n) B (g (n + 1))

The tree t1 is almost always blue.
Lemma 2. μW t1 .
Proof. We prove ∀n. W μW (f n) by induction on n. We then prove
∀n. W μW (g n) by coinduction, which yields μW (g 0), namely μW t1 , as
required.
As usual, the tree-based formulation is stronger than the path-based one. We
give the proof here to demonstrate the use of the Mendler-style induction.
Proposition 9. ∀τ : tree. μW τ ⇒ ∀π : step ω . μW τ π .
Proof. By induction on the proof of μW τ . We are given as the induction
hypothesis that, ∀τ. X τ ⇒ ∀π. μW τ π for some predicate X on trees. We
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also have W X τ . We have to prove that, ∀π. μW τ π . We do so by proving
that, ∀τ. W X τ ⇒ ∀π. W μW τ π by coinduction, using the main induction
hypothesis.
In contrast to the earlier considered case of eventually always blue streams of
colours, a proof that a stream of colors is almost always blue does not give us
a position at which the suﬃx of the stream is all blue. Indeed, knowing it, i.e.,
∀σ. μW σ ⇒ F (G blue) σ, is equivalent to LPO [4].
Lemma 3. (∀σ. F red σ ∨ G blue σ) ⇔ (∀σ. μW σ ⇒ F (G blue) σ).
Our proof to obtain the tree-based formulation from the path-based formulation
is sketched as follows. We build inﬁnitely branching trees from binary trees
(the function t2T deﬁned below). We then ﬁnd a decidable bar condition for
these inﬁnitely branching trees (Lemma 5). We know that, if every path of a
binary tree τ is almost always blue, then a bar exists in the inﬁnitely branching
tree θ corresponding to τ (Cor. 2), therefore we can apply Bar Induction on θ
(Lemma 7). This in turn proves that the original tree τ is almost always blue
(Lemma 8). Below we will make this argument formal.
Our inﬁnitely branching trees, θ : Tree, have nodes labeled by binary trees
and edges labeled by non-empty lists of steps. They are deﬁned coinductively by
f : step + → Tree

τ : tree

(τ, f ) : Tree
A path in θ : Tree is characterized by a stream of non-empty lists of steps. For
a tree θ : Tree and a position q : (step + )∗ , θ@q : Tree and θq : (color + )∗ are
deﬁned naturally by
(τ, f )@ = (τ, f )
(τ, f ) = 

(τ, f )@(p q) = (f p)@q

(τ, f )(p

q)

= (τ p ) ((f p)q )

For ρ : (step + )ω , θρ : (color + )ω is deﬁned analogously.
We deﬁne a function, t2T : tree → Tree, from binary trees to inﬁnitely branching trees by corecursion by
t2T τ = (τ, λp : step + .t2T τ @p)
so that, for any position q : (step + )∗ , the label of t2T τ at q is the subtree of τ
at flatten q (assuming flatten is extended to ﬁnite sequences of non-empty lists
in an obvious way). In particular, the streams of colors in t2T τ and τ along a
path ρ : (step + )ω agree up to ﬂattening. This is what the next lemma proves.
Lemma 4. ∀τ : tree, ρ : (step + )ω . flatten t2T τ ρ ∼ τ (flatten ρ) .
A non-empty list of colors s : color + is good, good s, if s is of the form B ∗ R.
Formally,
good s
good R good (B s)
The predicate good is decidable:
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Lemma 5. ∀s : color + . good s ∨ ¬good s.
We will use ¬good as the bar condition.
A stream over non-empty lists of colors α : (color + )ω , is wellfounded, wf α, if
α contains a color list that is not good. Formally,
¬good s
wf (s α)

good s wf α
wf (s α)

Then we have that, for any α : (color + )ω , if flatten α is almost always blue, then
α is wellfounded:
Lemma 6. ∀α : (color + )ω . μW (flatten α) ⇒ wf α.
As a corollary to Lemmata 4 and 6, we obtain that, if every path of a tree τ is
almost always blue, then every path of t2T τ is wellfounded:
Corollary 2. ∀τ : tree. (∀π : step ω . μW τ π ) ⇒ ∀ρ : (step + )ω . wf (t2T τ )ρ .
We lift wellfoundedness on streams of nonempty lists of colors to trees:
∀p : step + . good τ p ⇒ wf (f p)
wf (τ, f )
Now we are to apply Bar Induction (BI) (the generalization of FAND from
binary trees to inﬁnitely branching trees) to obtain wellfounded trees from trees
whose paths are wellfounded. Let P and Q be predicates on lists of nonempty
lists of steps. Noticing the isomorphism between natural numbers and nonempty
lists of steps, Bar Induction can be expressed as
(∀q : (step + )∗ . P q ∨ ¬P q) ⇒ (∀ρ : (step + )ω . ∃n. P (ρn)) ⇒
(∀q : (step + )∗ . P q ⇒ Q q) ⇒ (∀q : (step + )∗ . (∀p : step + . Q (q ∗ p)) ⇒ Q q) ⇒
Q 
If we accept BI, we have that, if every path of a tree θ : Tree is wellfounded,
then θ is wellfounded:
Lemma 7. Assuming BI, ∀θ : Tree. (∀ρ : (step + )ω . wf θρ ) ⇒ wf θ.
Proof. The claim is an instance of BI by taking P and Q as follows. For any
q : (step + )∗ , P q holds if θq = u ∗ s and ¬good s. For any q : (step + )∗ , Q q
holds if P q or wf (θ@q).
The following lemma says that, for any tree τ : tree, if t2T τ is wellfounded then
τ is almost always blue:
Lemma 8. ∀τ : tree. wf (t2T τ ) ⇒ μW τ .
Finally, putting the above lemmata together, we have that if every path of a tree
τ : tree is almost always blue, then τ is almost always blue:
Proposition 10. Assuming BI, ∀τ : tree. (∀π : step ω . μW τ π ) ⇒ μW τ .
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true for t1 classically
undecided for t1 constructively
false for t1 with WC-N
∀π. F (G blue) τ π

ks

true for t1
LPO

τ π
+3 ∀π. μW
SK

KS

WC-N + FAN

⇒

⇐



F (G blue) τ ks
false for t1

+3

⊥

BI



μW τ

true for t1

Fig. 3. Relations between the diﬀerent concepts of almost always blue

For our example tree, we have μWt1 but not F (G blue) t1 , hence tree-based
almost always blueness does not imply tree-based eventually always blueness.
Proposition 11. ∃τ : tree. μWτ ∧ ¬F (G blue) τ .
We can now take stock. The four properties ∀π. F (G blue) τ π , F (G blue) τ ,
∀π. μW τ π , and μW τ are interrelated as depicted in the diagram in Fig. 3.
The implications that are annotated require additional assumptions as shown.
The ﬁgure also displays the status of the example t1 wrt. each property. (The
example t1 has the same status as t1 in each case.)

5

Always Eventually Red vs. Infinitely Often Red Trees

We proceed to always eventually red and inﬁnitely often red trees.
We deﬁne always eventually redness of a stream of colors σ as G (F red ) σ (cf.
[3, Ch. 13]). This deﬁnition is (classically) dual to the deﬁnition of streams of
colors that are eventually always blue, F (G blue) σ. The modalities G and F are
ﬂipped and so are the colors red and blue.
The deﬁnition of inﬁnitely often redness of a stream of colors is obtained by
dualizing the deﬁnitions of W X and μW, yielding
UXσ
U X (B σ)

Xσ
U X (R σ)

U νU σ
νU σ

The strong until operator U X, parameterized over any predicate X on streams
of colors, is dual to the weak until operator W X: The statement U X σ says that
the suﬃx of σ after the ﬁrst occurrence of red must satisfy X and the occurrence
must exist. Then νU takes the greatest ﬁxed point of U X, whereas μW was the
least ﬁxed point of W X.
The two properties of streams of colors are equivalent:
Proposition 12. ∀σ : color ω . νU σ ⇔ G (F red ) σ.
Classically, a stream of colors is almost always blue or inﬁnitely often red:
Lemma 9. Assuming PEM, ∀σ : color ω . μW σ ∨ νU σ.
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Analogously, we deﬁne tree-based always eventually redness of τ
G (F blue) τ and tree-based inﬁnitely often redness as νU τ deﬁned by
U X τ0 U X τ1
U X (τ0 B τ1 )

X τ0 X τ1
U X (τ0 R τ1 )
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as

U νU τ
νU τ

Again, the two properties are equivalent:
Proposition 13. ∀τ : tree. νU τ ⇔ G (F red) τ .
The tree-based property implies the path-based property:
Proposition 14. ∀τ : tree. νU τ ⇒ (∀π : step ω . νU τ π ).
For the converse implication, we assume FAND :
Proposition 15. Assuming FAND , ∀τ : tree. (∀π : step ω . νU τ π ) ⇒ νU τ .

6

Existential Properties

So far, we have been looking at universal properties over all paths of a tree.
In this section, we turn them into existential properties. It turns out that the
path-based and tree-based formulations are then necessarily equivalent.
We introduce two new primitives, F ∃ X and G ∃ X, parameterized over tree
predicates X, into our language for trees:
Xτ
F∃ X τ
X (τ0 c τ1 )

F ∃ X τ0
F ∃ X τ1
∃
F X (τ0 c τ1 ) F X (τ0 c τ1 )
∃

G ∃ X τ0

G ∃ X (τ0 c τ1 )

X (τ0 c τ1 ) G ∃ X τ1
G ∃ X (τ0 c τ1 )

In contrast to F X τ and G X τ , the new primitives F ∃ X τ and G ∃ X τ step
down through the tree, picking up one of the two subtrees at every node.
The path-based and tree-based properties that we have considered coincide,
with the exception of “always eventually red”, for which the path-based property
is stronger. That the converse implication does not hold is witnessed by our
example tree t1 . The reason for the failure is that G ∃ (F ∃ red ) τ does not require
the red nodes to be on the same path.
Proposition 16. 1. ∀τ : tree. (∃π : step ω . G blue τ π ) ⇔ G ∃ blue τ .
2. ∀τ : tree. (∃π : step ω . F red τ π ) ⇔ F ∃ red τ .
3. ∀τ : tree. (∃π : step ω . F (G blue) τ π ) ⇔ F ∃ (G ∃ blue) τ .
4. ∀τ : tree. (∃π : step ω . G (F red ) τ π ) ⇒ G ∃ (F ∃ red) τ .
∃τ : tree. G ∃ (F ∃ red ) τ ∧ ¬(∃π : step ω . G (F red ) τ π ).
For a tree having a path that is almost always blue or inﬁnitely often red, we
introduce corresponding weak until and strong until operators:
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X τ0

X τ1

W ∃ X τ0

W ∃ X τ1

W ∃ μW ∃ τ
W ∃ X (τ0 R τ1 ) W ∃ X (τ0 R τ1 ) W ∃ X (τ0 B τ1 ) W ∃ X (τ0 B τ1 )
μW ∃ τ
X τ0
X τ1
U ∃ X τ0
U ∃ X τ1
U ∃ νU ∃ τ
U ∃ X (τ0 R τ1 ) U ∃ X (τ0 R τ1 ) U ∃ X (τ0 B τ1 ) U ∃ X (τ0 B τ1 )
νU ∃ τ
The path-based and tree-based properties are equivalent for both almost always
blueness as well as inﬁnitely often redness.
Proposition 17. ∀τ : tree. (∃π : step ω . μW τ π ) ⇔ μW ∃ τ .
Proposition 18. ∀τ : tree. (∃π : step ω . νU τ π ) ⇔ νU ∃ τ .
Lemma 10. Assuming PEM, ∀τ : tree. μW τ ∨ νU ∃ τ and ∀τ : tree. νU τ ∨
μW ∃ τ .

7

Related Work

Dam [8] gave a direct translation from CTL∗ into the modal μ-calculus in a
classical setting. Classically, the problem reduces to translation of formulae of
the form Eφ where φ is a linear-time formula, i.e., φ does not contain path
quantiﬁers. Then the translation is given by carefully analyzing the tableau
representing Eφ and thereby characterizing inﬁnite paths in the tableau by least
or greatest ﬁxpoints.
Formalizations of LTL, CTL∗ and the modal μ-calculus in Coq have been
given by several authors (cf. [17,21,20,7,3]). These works study either LTL (or
CTL∗ , which subsumes LTL) or the modal μ-calculus, and focus on diﬀerent
issues from ours, e.g. issues in encoding modal μ-calculus formulae in higherorder abstract syntax [17] or machine veriﬁcation of a model checker for the
modal μ-calculus [20]. Moreover, our use of mixed induction and coinduction for
formalizing almost always bluemess and inﬁnitely often redness appears new.
It is known that the Weak König’s lemma, WKL, constructively implies
FAND [13,14]. Moreover, a weakened from of WKL, which additionally requires
that the tree under consideration has at most one inﬁnite path, is equivalent to
FAND [1]. A recent account of the computational content of the principles we
use can be found in, e.g., [11,12] in that FAN is realized by the fan functional
and bar induction is realized (in some sense) by bar recursion.
In our recent work [4] we studied alternative deﬁnitions of streams of colors
being ﬁnitely red, including F (G blue) σ and μW σ, and characterized their differences in strength in a precise way by weak instances of PEM. Coquand and
Spiwack [6] introduced four notions of ﬁniteness of sets in Bishop’s set theory [5].
The two works exhibit a pleasant correspondence [4].
Mixed inductive-coinductive deﬁnitions seem to be quite fundamental in
applications (e.g., inﬁnitely often red, subtyping [9], the stream processors of
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Hancock et al. [15], uniformly continuous functions on a compact real interval [2], weak bisimilarity and delay-free operational semantics of interactive programs [18]). Mendler-style (co)recursion [16] uses that a monotone (co)inductive
deﬁnition is equivalent to a positive one, via a syntactic left (right) Kan extension
along identity (e.g., instead of μX. F X one works with μX. ∃Y. (Y → X)×F Y ).
We exploited this fact to enable Coq’s structural recursion for an inductive
deﬁnition with a nested coinductive deﬁnition and vice versa, at the price of
impredicativity.

8

Conclusion

We analyzed several temporal operators from the point of view of constructive
logic. We observed that, with operators like “eventually always” and “almost
always”, various classically equivalent deﬁnitions become inequivalent. Which
one is more adequate in any actual application depends on the purpose at hand.
It is also plausible that some of them have a smoother metatheory—more likely
the tree-based ones, especially the tree-based “almost always”.
We chose to treat streams and inﬁnite trees as coinductive data, deﬁned the
temporal properties of interest in terms of inductive and coinductive predicates,
and reasoned about them with induction and coinduction. We are pleased with
the concision and elegance this approach oﬀered, compared with more “low-level”
arithmetized concepts as is more common in works on constructive mathematics.
We witnessed that the diﬀerences between the variations correspond to wellknown principles from constructive mathematics, e.g., the implication from the
path-based “eventually” operator to tree-based “eventually” is exactly the decidable Fan Theorem etc.
This demonstrates, to our mind, that the studies into constructive mathematics, which were initiated by Brouwer and elaborated by Bishop and others, and
are not particularly well-known in the programming languages community, are
not without signiﬁcance for modern formalized programming theory or dependently typed programming.
In future work, we wish to reach a deeper understanding of the computational
aspects in our results and their implications for programming and reasoning
about interactive and concurrent systems.
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